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Welcome to Fly Tyer Magazine!
“The basic goal of Fly Tyer is to educate, share knowledge, 
 develop new concepts, instruct, foster and promote the art of  
fly tying at all levels of ability.”

In 1978, Dick Surette, a fly shop owner living in North Conway, New Hampshire,  
created a simple magazine devoted to the art of tying flies. Mr. Surette stated the  
goal of his new publication—in capital letters—on the editor’s page of the first  
issue of Fly Tyer. Four decades later, those straightforward thoughts remain the  
objective of this publication.

From its inception, Fly Tyer has reported on the newest patterns, tying  
materials, and techniques. The world’s most knowledgeable anglers and tiers  
write for Fly Tyer, so whether you want to make flies to catch trout, bass, northern pike, panfish, salmon, steel-
head, or saltwater gamefish, you’ll find great patterns and sound angling advice in the pages of this magazine.

Every issue of Fly Tyer is packed with information that appeals to tiers of all skill levels. Whether you are a novice 
learning to tie your first flies, or you have many years of experience at the vise and want to hone your skills and 
discover new patterns to make, you’ll find what you need in Fly Tyer.

Each quarterly installment of Fly Tyer contains feature articles describing how to tie the newest flies as well as 
timeless classics. Many feature articles contain step-by-step illustrated tying instructions, while other articles  
showcase collections of flies accompanied by detailed pattern recipes.

Fly Tyer also contains a rotating lineup of great columns covering all aspects of the art of fly tying. Beginner’s 
Corner, Creative Tying, Salt Water Fly Tying, Warm Water Fly Tying, Matching the Hatch, New Dimensions, and 
Traveling Tier cover all the bases in the world of tying. And our newest column, called Technical Tying, debunks 
many of the myths surrounding fly tying materials and methods; Technical Tying is a fun column written by a 
trained scientific researcher and fly tying fanatic!

Fly Tyer concludes with a column titled Reader Favorites. This is where our devoted readers strut their stuff  
and share their own patterns. Some flies are simple and easy to tie, others are complex and show a great deal of 
tying skill—all catch fish!

Whether you read a printed version of Fly Tyer, or you enjoy Fly Tyer on your computer or other device, enjoy 
each and every issue of this magazine.

 
Good luck, good tying, and great fishing!

David Klausmeyer
editor

FLY ON TOP, BY ROD CROSSMAN
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O
h dear, it’s come to this at last: I’m about to extol the vir-
tues of a cut-up cardboard box. Has my inspiration sunk 
so low? Could I have chosen anything less interesting to 
take pictures of? Yes, I’d say now, if ever, it’s time to face 
you all and in a stentorian voice make high claims about 
low-tech salvations.

I bet no one has used the word stentorian in a fishing magazine before. At 
least that may be a first. But wait, gentle fly fishers, there’s more!

A Simple Task for a Snowy Day
Humdrum though it may appear, what I’m about to show you is the sort of 
undemanding task that is tailor-made for a late-winter day. Each year, as a new 
fishing season draws near, I reorganize my tying stuff. If I don’t do it now, I sure 
won’t later. In a month or so, I’ll be caught up with tying. After that, spring 
will have come, and let’s see, should I go fishing or do chores? Yeah, we know 
how that’ll go.

My road kit has been a continual challenge. It’s just like packing a suitcase. 
Only at the beginning does everything have its clever spot. Surely you must roll 
up socks and jam them into your shoes. Do you also have a few proprietary 
techniques that you’re secretly proud of? Well, packing a suitcase is for civil-
ians. It’s nothing—nothing—compared to managing a tying kit, where there 
will never be anything we can do without.

Okay, I’ve actually begun thinking that might not be true. I feel like I’m 
betraying some kind of sacred tradition. I was raised in the school of we-take-it-
all-with-us, where anything that might possibly be needed had to come along. 
If there was too much tying stuff, what didn’t fit in a tub got tossed into a 
black plastic trash bag. (Actually, I seem to remember they were dark green 
back then.)

You know, I am a little better organized now. Kind of. Sometimes.
Last summer, when I quixotically decided not to tie any new flies for my big 

fishing trip, or even take a tying kit with me, I chickened out during the final 
rush to pack the car. My tub went into the trunk, and so did a lumpy trash bag. 
You should have seen my motel room once I had really settled in; I’m as good 
at making messes as anyone you’ve ever known! Sound familiar?

Clearly, it’s time for this discussion, and it’s time to get ourselves sorted out.

It’s Not That Bad, and You’ll Thank Me Later
I heard that groan. I know you’ve done it before, probably more than once, and 
I bet that as clever and well meaning as you were, it didn’t work out. That, right 
there, is the first thing we have to take into account: organizing your tying kit 
can’t be like starting a new diet. Any attempt will fail if you make it too compli-
cated or demanding, or even if there is too much change at all. Yet, in lives that 
are busy, tying time is precious and often rushed. When I have to fill a fly box 
and I open that tub, I root around impatiently, searching for what I need.

My moronically simple planning allows for this. In fact, it’s so basic that I’ve 
wondered if some of it is even worth mentioning. But here’s the deal: The easi-
est fixes are often overlooked because they’re just not that ingenious. In this 
case, the first thing I’ve had to figure out was how to make smaller messes. Bit 
by bit, I’ve been getting there, and along the way, I’ve dealt with a whole bunch 
of other minor annoyances, like pricking my fingers. Space wasters had to go, 
so I’ve come up with efficient alternatives that allow me to stuff a lot of material 
into a small area. A lowly scrap of corrugated cardboard, a few stray pen caps, 
an eraser, and maybe just a tiny bit of inventiveness make all the difference.

Bill “Bugs” Logan is a tier, photographer, and fine artist par excellence. His unique 
creativity knows no bounds. To learn more, check out his website, www.billloganart.com.

photography by bill logan
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Bill “Bugs” Logan gives us simple, time-tested, and  
low-cost suggestions for organizing our fly tying kits.

 Easy  
Does It!
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Making Our Case
What could be more troublesome than storing dry fly saddles, or even necks, for that matter? Those 
freakishly long feathers are wondrous, but how the heck do we keep them safe and undamaged? Sure, 
you can lay them flat in the bottom of the tub, but delicate feathers won’t stand up well to disorganiza-
tion and all the digging around you do in there.

What’s needed is a straightforward, space-conscious protective case that can be made and put to 
use in minutes. It’s time to get this taken care of. On this day, roosters will crow, and so will you!

Store Feather 
Skins Back  
to Back
Pair saddles and necks to-
gether with skin sides fac-
ing each other; you can 
also sort them by color if 
you wish. I staple mine to-
gether with folded paper 
toweling in between to  
absorb oil.
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Taking Measure
Stack your saddles and necks. A moment’s study of 
my opened and well-used case reveals that the stapled 
pairs are arranged in an alternating fashion with the 
bases facing the ends of the case. This configuration 
reduces the height of the pile and therefore the dimen-
sions of the case.

Measure the length, width, and height of your stack 
of saddles and necks. The width of the piece of card-
board you’ll need (henceforth called the blank) is the 
same as the length of your stack.
n Width of the stack x 3 = both flaps and the bottom 
(or back) of the case.
n Height of the stack x 2 = sides of the case.
n Add both sums together to determine the length of 
your blank.
Tip: Reduce the width of the case’s sides just a tad so 
your skins will be slightly compressed. This will keep 
them from sliding out.
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Preparing the  
Cardboard Blank
Score your cardboard blank prior 
to folding. In preparation, first mea-
sure and mark it in this order: flap, 
side, back, side, and flap. Score 
the blank using a kitchen knife and 
straightedge.

Using Your Simple—
and Ingenious— 
Hackle Case
Fold, load, and close your new hackle case. 
A large rubber band will keep it closed,  
or use a self-adhesive hook-and-latch  
fastener on the flap.
A Word of Caution: I keep my hackle case 
in the tub with the rest of my tying stuff, 
where it’s safe from insect pests during 
daily use. However, for periods of longer 
inactivity or storage, place it in a small 
kitchen trash bag as a second line of de-
fense against little devil bugs.
Tip: You can effectively store skins or loose 
wing and tail feathers using similar card-
board cases.
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A Better Way to  
Organize Hooks and More
What to do with wandering hooks: buy them, lose them, and buy more? And then lose more? There is a better way!

Perhaps you’ve bought a hook index, which is really just a larger version of a plastic fly box. I tried one. I dumped little 
piles of hooks into the neat, divided compartments, and I was content. As time rolled by, however, new hooks caught my 
fancy, and of course I bought them, too. When I ran out of spare compartments in my shrinking index, I began stuffing the 
wasted spaces with folded plastic hook packets. If you think that defeated any sense of neat organization, it was nothing 
compared to the day when I discovered my overfilled index had popped open. It was worse than a prison break; I opened 
my tub and found loose hooks scattered throughout everything. Soon some hooks were on the floor, and you can guess 
what happened after I got a couple in my socks. Hooks don’t come easily out of a big toe!

Bent like a pretzel and in the midst of my painful annoyance, I had an inspired moment: I realized most hook packages 
have ready-made holes at the top. Have you done anything with those?

An Ideal Solution
A two-inch-diameter loose-leaf ring is ideal for 
storing packages of hooks. There are a cou-
ple dozen packages on this ring, and there 
is room for more. If a package didn’t have a 
hole in it, I just pushed the tip of the opened 
ring through the plastic. I arrange hooks by 
style—dry fly, wet fly/nymph, streamer, and 
whatever—and then by model number and 
size. Now all I have to do is flip through the 
packages to find exactly which hook I need. I 
can take a package off the ring and put it right 
back when I’m done. Take a quick trip to your 
local office supply store, spend a little spare 
change, and you’ll never misplace hooks again.

Still More  
Runaround
It took only moments to sort my 
gazillion packets of dubbing by 
color, and then string them onto a 
three-inch-diameter loose-leaf ring. 
(Figuring out why I’ve hung on to 
so much of the stuff is my next 
challenge. I may have no defense.)
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An End to Stabbing Pain
Admit it—sometimes, while you’re looking for your bodkin or fine-tipped scissors, they find you. You know 
you’re on the right track when you feel their points jab into your fingers. Ouch!

Here are two very simple solutions for storing these naughty tools.

Sheaths Are for More 
Than Just Knives
We’ve tamed our bodkin, but point-
ed tying scissors are just waiting for 
fingertips, too. Everything in my tying 
tub is sorted into resealable plastic 
bags, but my scissors always poked 
through the bag holding the tools.

At the top in this photo is some 
odd-looking gray stuff that is obvi-
ously malleable. These are knead-
able erasers, and I doubt there’s 
an art store anywhere that doesn’t 
carry them for a buck and change. 
Squeeze and work one for a few 
moments, and it’ll soften right up. 
Pinch off a bit, roll it into a noodle, 
and pack it into the cap of a worn-
out writing pen. Compact the eraser 
into the cap, and you’ll have a scis-
sors sheath that will work for years.

Rendering Your 
Bodkin Harmless
Never, ever again will the sharp 
tip of my bodkin ambush me as 
I root around in my tying kit. All 
it takes to render it harmless is a 
small plastic container filled with 
coarse steel wool. Not only can 
you safely bury the tip of your 
bodkin, but anytime you need to 
clean the needle, just give it a few 
pokes in the steel wool.

Any small container will work. 
In this age of digital cameras, I 
doubt you’ll find a film canister 
like the one I’ve used for years, 
but I’m sure you have other choices 
close at hand: an empty pill or 
aspirin bottle is ideal. The white 
container here once held an over-
the-counter allergy medication.
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How to Set Up
Just four 2.5-gallon bags contain the bulk of my materi-
als. Their paper labels, which are well attached with clear 
packing tape, read: Hair and Fur, FeatHers, syntHetics, 
and Odd stuFF. i often take these bags out of my tub while 
tying, and they can get a bit scattered. Labeling both sides 
of each bag makes them easy to spot.

The one-gallon bags are for subcategories of materials. 
The trick is to use as few  bags as possible, so the contents 
are broadly defined. For example, in my big bag for Feath-
ers, other than a couple of loose wings lying in the bot-
tom, there are only two medium bags. One bag contains 
all wing and tail feathers, while the other holds smaller 
bags of body feathers.

You see how this works. Keep it simple and use your 
own logic; it’s better than anyone else’s. Don’t even both-
er labeling the medium bags; you can see what’s in them.

A few bird skins, such as pheasant and Hungarian par-
tridge, which I like for soft-hackle feathers, have their own 
bags that lie flat on the bottom of my tub. I keep tying tools 
in their own medium bag. There is also a bag for spooled 

materials: thread, tinsel, nontoxic lead, and the like.
Finally, throw a couple of extra empty big bags into your 

kit. Think of them as “temporary parking.” Here’s why: be-
fore or during a trip, you’ll probably crank out a handful 
of patterns that are either trusted standbys or the newest 
“hot” flies. Why bother taking out and putting away the 
same materials over and over again? Instead, toss those 
ingredients into a temporary parking bag. When you’ve 
filled your fly box with those must-have patterns, you can 
redistribute the materials back where they belong.
Fine-tuning: If feathers or patches of hair and fur don’t 
fit into a medium bag, cut them down to size. They’re 
fly tying materials, not precious gems! If you can’t bring 
yourself to clip a lovely feather in half, reuse some of 
the long bags your neck and saddle capes came in for 
this purpose. And, if you depend on a few key flies, why 
not set up medium-size bags containing the materials 
for each pattern? Keep them all in a big bag (mine is 
labeled Fly Bags), and you’ll have focused, ready-to-use 
mini kits.

What You’ll Need
n 2.5-gallon resealable plastic bags
n A box or two of gallon-sized  
    resealable plastic bags
n A bold permanent marker
n Scrap paper for labels, prefer- 
    ably in a bright color
n Clear packing tape

Don’t Overthink It
What do we do with the rest of our tying stuff? There’s so much of it that I don’t see how we can keep it from falling into disarray. 
So, let it! Don’t fight the inevitable, just contain it a little better. The key is to think backwards: if we’re going to find what we are 
looking for every time, then we have to be able to put everything away just as easily. That makes sense, right?
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Splitting 
     Hairs

All fly shops carry deer hair, 
but do you know which pack-
age to choose? Deer hair is 
one of the most important—
and misunderstood—fly tying 
materials. Barry Clarke tells  
us what we need to know to 
use this common ingredient.
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Splitting 
     Hairs

denver bryan

I have been a passionate fly tier and deer hunter  
for most of my life, so it was natural to embrace the 
material these animals provide for making flies. I 
wanted to learn everything I could about the qualities 
and applications of the different kinds of deer hair. Yes, 
these common animals offer many varieties of hair.

Although there are many types of materials—both 
natural and synthetic—only hackle and deer hair lend 
themselves to so many fly tying applications. Make tails, 
wings, bodies, heads, legs, posts, and more on your fa-
vorite patterns using deer hair. And you can create the 
smallest, most delicate dry flies using deer hair, or dye, 
spin, pack, sculpt, and sand this inexpensive material 
into the largest predator-catching bugs. Achieve all this 
using the deer hair you find in your local fly shop!

The Muddler Invasion
In the 1950s, when the spun-and-clipped Muddler 
Minnow arrived in Europe from across the Atlantic, fly 
tiers realized that deer hair was a good material, and 
that the finished flies catch fish. But most tiers had to 
learn how to use deer hair.

Deer hair also varied in quality, and unreliable brittle 
material did not always work for several required tasks. 
Most tiers had a poor understanding of deer hair and 
how it is used, and suppliers had to learn how to pro-
cess the material. All that changed in the 1990s. Steve 
Kennerk, of the Rocky Mountain Dubbing Compa-
ny, and Christopher Helm, a respected tier who ran 
Whitetail Fly Tieing Supplies, helped European tiers 
understand this important ingredient.

The Rocky Mountain Dubbing Company intro-
duced high-quality deer hair into the European market, 
and Chris attended fly fishing shows in the United 
Kingdom and throughout Europe. Through Chris’s en-
thusiastic demonstrations and magazine articles, British 
and European tiers learned how to use deer hair.

In 1994, Steve and the late British fly tier and pho-
tographer Terry Griffiths produced a four-page leaflet 
titled A Hairs Difference—The Ultimate Guide to Tying 
with Deer Hair. This pamphlet was a very helpful in-
troduction for selecting the right type of hair for mak-
ing various parts of flies. Chris Helms’s seminar notes,  
titled Tips for Selecting Deer Hair, were also a valuable  
aid that contained maps showing the geographic ranges of 
mule and white-tailed deer. It also contained a diagram of the
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skin of a northern woodland white-tailed deer, indicating 
the types of hair found on the different locations on the 
hide and their primary applications.

A Deer Is Just a Deer, Right?
The term deer hair loosely describes the hair of 17 sub-
species of white-tailed deer, eight subspecies of mule deer, 
as well as elk, antelope, caribou, and moose. In addition, 
the European market offers the hair of reindeer, roe, red, 
fallow, and muntjac deer. The characteristics of the hair 
from all these deer vary depending upon the age, gender, 
diet, and hereditary influences of each animal. In addition, 
climate, geography, and what time of year the animal was 
harvested are important variables determining the quality 

of the hair. And finally, the skinning, tanning, bleaching, 
and dyeing processes are critical to maintaining the high 
quality of the hair we find hanging on the walls of our local 
fly shops; poor processing will ruin the best hair and make 
it almost unusable for tying flies. All these factors apply to 
deer hair regardless of its country of origin.

The northern woodland white-tailed and Rocky Moun-
tain mule deer are the most common sources of deer hair. The 
Texas and West Coast Columbian white-tailed deer are two 
other common sources of deer hair. Today, the term coastal 
deer hair generally refers to the hair of animals harvested al-
most anywhere along the West Coast of the United States.

Climate and geography are probably the most impor-
tant factors determining the structure of deer hair and its 
uses for making flies. Although seasons vary depending 
upon geographic location, this also impacts the quality of 
the hair we use. Deer hair is often described as hollow, 
but it is not hollow like a drinking straw. Each hair is filled 
with tiny cellular air pockets similar to honeycomb, and 
the hair from a winter coat is much larger in diameter. This 
provides the animal with good insulation for the most ex-
treme winter weather conditions, and it gives our flies an 
exceptional cushy feel and buoyancy.

The texture of deer hair falls into three categories, and 
each affects the material’s ability to compress and flare. 
Fine hair does not flare and is excellent for making dry fly 
wings, tails, and parachute posts. Think of medium-thick 
deer hair as a general-purpose material; it flares to about 
45 degrees from the hook shank, so tie the wings of cad-
disfly imitations, Compara-Duns, extended bodies, and 
smaller spun-and-clipped patterns using medium-thick 
hair. Coarse deer hair is best for spinning the bodies of 
large bass bugs and predator patterns. Coarse deer hair is 
available in the largest range of dyed colors.

Winter Hair Is Best for Spinning
Deer grow coats of thick hair during the winter. With up 
to a yard or more of snow on the ground in parts of North 
America and Europe, temperatures dip below freezing and 
these animals need this extra insulation.

Winter deer hair is thick and spongy when squeezed, with 
a good amount of underfur for extra insulation and perhaps 
a fatty or waxy feel to the touch. The diameter of each hair 
increases, containing more and larger air-cell honeycombing 
than at any other time of the year. This hair flares 90 degrees 
from the hook when compressed under thread pressure, 
making it the favorite for tying spun deer-hair flies. Spin, pack, 
and clip this material into almost any desired shape.

If you are a hunter or are fortunate to have a friend who 
does hunt deer, you might have the opportunity to select 
hair from an entire hide. (Space is limited and we cannot 
discuss preserving a raw deer hide, but you’ll find instruc-
tions online and in several good books.) The mask is the 
entire face and ear area of a deer. Similar to a hare’s mask, a 

Advanced Tip: Separate a 
Bucktail into Three Parts
Separating the lighter-colored sides from the darker 
center makes a bucktail easier to use. To do this, slice 
the tail into three sections using a sharp hobby knife. 
Cut the tail on the hide side, following the direction of 
the hair. Now you can easily select and clip the exact 
bunch of hair you need when tying a fly.

A bucktail contains three sections: a center strip of dark hair and two bands 
of lighter-colored hair. We can see these sections even on the hide side of this 
bucktail. Slice the tail into three sections using a sharp hobby knife.

Now we can easily select a bunch of white hair from this piece of the bucktail.

barry clarke
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Not All Deer Hair  
Is Created Equal
Deer hair is one of our most valuable fly tying materials, but not all hair is created equal. While almost all the 
hair from a hide is useful, some material is better suited for making specific types of patterns. Here is a basic  
                                      description of the seven areas of a deer hide, the types of hair you will find on each area, and  
                                        how you can use it at the vise.

1 – Mask  The hair on a deer’s face comes in a wide range of natural colors. This short hair is 
fine to coarse in texture, and is useful for tying size 8 down to the tiniest flies. It is especially 
useful for tying the wings on caddisfly imitations.

2 – Neck aNd Back  This is the strip of hair running from the base of the head to the 
rump. The hair is fine to medium textured, and is perfect for tying size 6 and smaller flies. It 
is perfect for making compact spun bodies for the Goddard’s Caddis and Irresistible.

3 – FlaNk  The flanks run from the top of each leg from the neck to the rump, and down 
the sides from the back to the belly. This hair is not so straight and nicely marked as the hair 
on the neck and back, but it is excellent for spinning the bodies of Bombers and the heads 
on Muddler Minnows.

4 – RuMp  This is the posterior of the deer. Rump hair is long and coarse, and is good for 
spinning big bass bugs and making the collars on large diving patterns.

5 – Hock  The upper part of the legs. Hock hair is short and stiff. It is a poor choice for spin-
ning, but is ideal for making the wings of small caddisfly patterns and Compara-Duns.

6 – Belly  This is the undercarriage of the deer. This hair is very coarse and dense, and 
is often used for bleaching and dyeing. Use this material for spinning medium to jumbo, 
multicolored hair bugs.

7 – Bucktail  The tail of the deer. Bucktails vary in size, and the hair varies in length and 
texture. The hair on the base of the tail flares under thread tension. The long hair on the top 
two-thirds of the tail does not flare; use it for tying bucktail streamers.

deer’s mask comes in a wide range of natural shades includ-
ing light tan, speckled brown, light dun, and more. A mask 
also furnishes a large amount of hair textures from ultrafine 
to coarse, all in varying lengths for tying flies from size 6 
down to the tiniest patterns. Removing the mask from a deer 
is a precise and time-consuming task, so they are only oc-
casionally available in a few fly shops. However, a deer mask 
is very useful if you specialize in tying caddis imitations, so if 
you see one in your neighborhood fly shop, grab it!

The neck and back is the strip beginning at the base of 
the head and running down the center of the back to the 
rump. This hair is the sweet spot of the deer and contains 
fine- to medium-textured hair that is excellent for crafting 
many size 8 and smaller flies. Although it is not the best 
for spinning large bugs, this hair is usually undamaged; the 
back of a deer never comes in contact with the ground or 
rarely anything else. Back hair is beautifully straight and has 
perfect tips that easily align in a hair stacker to make elegant 

thomas barnett

A deer body hair has a hollow, honeycomb interior 
structure. This hair insulates the animal from cold 
weather and makes it naturally buoyant.
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wings, tails, and collars. It also easily spins, packs, and clips 
to form almost cork-like bodies, even on the smallest dry 
flies. If you tie spun-bodied trout patterns such as the God-
dard’s Caddis and Irresistible, this is the hair for you.

The flanks run from the top of each leg from the neck to the 
rump, and down the sides from the back to the belly. This hair 
is a little longer and has a medium to coarse texture. It is not so 
straight or nicely marked as the hair on the neck and back, but 
it is excellent for spinning and packing; make Bombers, Mud-
dlers, grasshoppers, and other terrestrials using flank deer hair.

As the name suggests, rump hair comes from the rear 
end of the animal. This is the longest and coarsest hair, 
and it is excellent for spinning large bugs and making the 
collars on a diving pattern such as the Dahlberg’s Diver. 
Another advantage is that the rumps of many deer are 
naturally white in the winter and cream in the summer. 
Rump hair is perfect for dyeing because it does not have 
to bleached.

The upper parts of the legs are the hocks. Apart from 
some areas of the mask, hocks offer the shortest and stiffest 
hair on the hide. Although of little use for spinning, it is a 
good choice for tying the wings of small caddisfly patterns 
and Compara-Duns. When buying patches of hock hair, 
examine them carefully. The best patches have straight, 
uniform hairs that lie in the same direction; patches taken 
from the inside thigh have hair that whirls in different di-
rections and is very difficult to use.

And finally, belly hair comes from the undercarriage of 
the deer. This hair is very coarse and dense. It is commonly 
used for bleaching and dyeing. You’ll find belly hair in the 
widest array of vivid colors for tying medium to super-
large, multicolored hair bugs.

Tips for Buying a Bucktail
Bucktail is the generic name given to a deer tail used for 
tying flies; they come from both bucks and does. Whitetail 
deer are the most common source of bucktails. At first 
it seems that the hairs are somewhat rigid, but don’t be 
fooled: bucktail hair has wonderful mobility in the water, 
and it pulsates and quivers with the most lifelike motion.

Like any natural material, bucktails vary greatly in size 
and color, as well as hair length and quality. When pur-
chasing a bucktail, look through all the tails that your fly 
shop is offering for sale. Check that the tips of the hairs 
are not broken, crimped, or curly; you’ll have to remove 
any damaged hairs individually from each bunch you clip, 
which will slow you down and make it more difficult to 
tie a nice bucktail fly. Check that the hide of the tail is not 
too dry, cracked, twisted, or curled. A couple of things can 
cause these problems, such as too much heat when the 
bucktail was washed or dyed, or if it was hung in the dry-
ing cabinet too long after washing and drying.

The hair in the dark center strip of a bucktail is much 
finer and shorter. The natural white hair on the sides of the 

Making a Compact 
Deer-Hair Body
Deer-Hair PuPa
Hook: Mustad r30, sizes 16 to 12.
Thread: Gel spun.
Body: Deer hair suitable for spinning.
Shuck: White uV2 Sparkle Yarn.
Collar: Hare’s-ear dubbing.
Head and legs: Beige cul de canard.

1Place your dry fly hook in the vise with the shank hori-
zontal.

2Wrap a layer of thread on the hook shank and a little into 
the bend.

3Cut and clean a small bunch of deer hair; comb out all the 
underfur and shorter hairs. Stack the hair not by the tips 

as usual, but by the butt ends as shown. The butt ends have 
the thickest diameter and will create a tighter body.

4Tie on the bunch just a little into the hook bend. Make sure 
that each wrap of tying thread is tight and doesn’t trap 

any hairs. Once the material has stopped spinning around the 
shank, wrap the tying thread forward in front of the hair.

5Repeat the previous two steps and tie on another bunch of 
deer hair. Whip-finish and snip the thread.

6A hair packer is an extremely useful tool; add one to your 
tying bench if you plan on spinning a lot of deer hair. Place 

the packer on the hook. Push and twist the packer toward 
the end of the hook, tightly compressing together the two 
bunches of hair; grasping the end of the shank with your left 
thumb and forefinger will prevent the hair from slipping down 
the hook bend while you work.

7Combing the hair frees any fibers that are not flaring 90 
degrees from the hook shank. This is important for perfect 

results.

8Carefully bend a double-edged razor blade between your 
fingers into the curved shape of the body. Slowly push the 

blade through the deer hair from the front toward the rear of 
the hook. Take your time; this requires a little practice. Always 
use a new blade; a used blade is not sharp enough to make a 
clean cut. (You can also use very sharp scissors if you prefer.) 

9We’ve shaved the entire body using a razor blade. At this 
stage the body doesn’t have to be perfect, just sculpted 

into the basic shape.

10Carefully singe the body using a lighter. This step evens 
out the shape of the body. Take your time; if you get 

too close and burn it, the entire thing will go up in smoke!

fly photography by barry clarke
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tail is ideal for dyeing, but to ensure maximum color, the 
high fat content of the hide requires diligent degreasing 
prior to dyeing. Bucktails are available in every imaginable 
color including tails with dyed tips, and Spirit River, an 
American fly tying–materials supplier, even offers bucktails 
treated with an ultraviolet reflective agent it calls UV2. I 
have tied flies using its UV2-treated bucktails, and the fin-
ished patterns work well, especially saltwater flies.

The tip of a bucktail contains the shortest fibers. This 
material will not compress and flare. In fact, the hair on 
the entire upper two-thirds of the tail will also not flare 
to any great degree and is best suited for making streamer 
wings and throats. The hair on the lower one-third of the 
tail is coarser, more hollow, and longer, and it flares un-
der moderate thread tension. This material works well for 
crafting large predator bugs and saltwater patterns.

I tend to separate the lighter-colored sides from the dark 
center section of a bucktail. Doing so allows me to easily select 
and clip the exact bunch of hair I need when tying a fly. To 
do this, slice the tail into three sections using a sharp hobby 
knife. Cut the tail from the hide side, and follow the direction 
of the hair.

Shove, Shave, Singe, and Sand
I am frequently asked how I tie small, tightly packed deer-hair 
bodies. Let me show you my secret.

I will demonstrate how to tie one of my very early flies 
called the Deer-Hair Pupa. Meeting the late Gary LaFon-
taine many years ago, and his own Deep Sparkle Pupa, in-
spired this pattern. The first requirement for spinning tight 
bodies is using the correct deer hair. Although I acquire 
most of my spinning hair from my late-season hunting 
here in Norway, the best commercially available hair I can 
recommend comes from a company called Nature’s Spirit, 
as well as the roe deer hair from Veniard. If your local fly 
shop does not carry these brands, use the guidelines we’ve 
discussed for selecting the best hair for spinning and clip-
ping a small body. In addition, the hair should be dense 
on the hide and straight with little underfur, and it should 
have fine, well-marked tips. Although the tips of the hair 
are not required for this pattern, they are useful for sculpt-
ing nicely marked wings on other flies.

After you have chosen the correct hair, you will need a 
hair stacker, a good hair comb, and a double-edged razor 
blade. I prefer using Wilkinson blades because they are 
sharper and last longer than the less expensive brands I 
have tried. You will also need a cigarette lighter and some 
fine-grit sandpaper. Follow my instructions, and you will 
spin and clip a deer-hair body that is so tight, your buddies 
will think you’ve glued a cork to the hook.

Barry Clarke lives in Norway, but his patterns catch fish all 
over the globe. To see more of Barry’s great flies, check out his 
website, www.thefeatherbender.com.

 11Carefully remove the soot and smooth out any uneven 
edges using fine-grit sandpaper.

12Our body looks and feels like a piece of cork. Restart 
the tying thread behind the hook eye.

13 I imitate the gas bubble of the hatching pupa using 
Spirit River’s UV2 Sparkle Yarn, but you may substitute 

regular Antron or polypropylene yarn.

14Clip a narrow, ½-inch-long piece of yarn.

15Split the tying thread using your bodkin or other nee-
dle. Insert the yarn into the thread. Spin the yarn into 

a dubbing brush.

16Wrap the yarn to form a veil over the whole surface 
of the body.

17Split the thread again, and insert a pinch of hare’s-ear 
dubbing. Spin the thread into a spiky-looking dubbing 

brush. Start wrapping the collar of the pupa.

18Wrap the collar tight into the body.

19Place a beige cul de canard feather in a Magic Tool. 
(This step has been described in many issues of this 

magazine, and you can find detailed instructions online.)

20Split the thread and insert the CDC fibers. Spin the 
thread closed. Wrap the fibers around the hook to form 

the legs and antennae of the pupa. Tie off and snip the thread.

Making a Compact 
Deer-Hair Body
continued

Deer are common throughout the world, and white-tailed deer provide 
most of the hair you will find in your local fly shop. The hair from an animal 
harvested in late autumn or winter is best for tying flies.
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Since I was a kid, I’ve created a variety of poppers and panfish flies 
from old cork stoppers. Recently, after opening a fine bottle of 
cabernet sauvignon, I picked up the foil that had been around 
the top and turned to drop it into the trash. After giving the foil 

one last look, I flattened it out on the countertop. A day later, I was at the 
vise enjoying the challenge of tying a fly using another unique material.

The foil has a layer of very thin plastic between the outer layers, and 
it is very light and strong. Other colors are sometimes available, but cab 
red, gold, and black are the most common. Other bottled products also 
use foil tops; check your kitchen cupboard for ideas. Some bottles are 
covered with thin plastic, so I tried it, too. The plastic is also very strong 
and works well for tying a fly.

I’ve tied the Cab Nymph using a variety of colored foils and plastic tops, 
and liked all the different patterns. Although the foil body is very light, it breaks 
the water tension and causes the fly to drop quickly below the surface. If you 
prefer a faster sink rate, replace the fur underbody with fine nontoxic wire.

This foil is a very user-friendly material and can be used for making 
a variety of fishable patterns. I enjoyed experimenting with this unique 
ingredient, and I suggest that you give it a try, too.

Jay “Fishy” Fullum has shared his unusual materials and tying techniques in 
this magazine for more than 20 years. Fishy is a favorite lecturer and instructor, 
and regularly appears at fly fishing shows and clubs across the United States. For 
more information or to contact him, go to www.fishyfullum.com.

The Cab 
Nymph
The author says that you can do more 
with a good bottle of wine than just 
drink it. Use it to tie flies!

Relax with a nice glass of wine, and tie a great fly. 
What could be better? Below: The foil at the top of  
a wine bottle is an interesting fly tying material.
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1Slide a sharp knife along the side of the bottle. Cut the foil 
along the seam. If you make the cut elsewhere, the thin 

strip will come apart at the seam.

2 Flatten the foil. Cut a thin, tapered strip.

3 Start the thread on the hook and tie the tail of the fly.

4 Spin a pinch of dubbing on the thread and wrap a tapered 
underbody. After completing the underbody, return the 

thread to the rear of the hook.

5 Tie the tip of the foil strip to the end of the hook.

  Tying the  
Cab Nymph

MATERIALS LIST
HOOK: Nymph hook, size 12 or 10.
THREAD: Black or gray 6/0  
    (140 denier).
TAIL: Pheasant tail fibers.
UNDERBODY: Any fine dubbing or  
    nontoxic wire.
ABDOMEN: A thin strip of foil or  
    plastic strip cut from a wine  
    bottle.
THORAX: Muskrat or a similar  
    dubbing.
WING PAD: A slightly wider strip  
    of foil or plastic.
LEGS: Pheasant tail fibers.

6Wrap the foil over the dubbing. Tie off and cut the ex-
cess piece of foil. Coat the top of the body with superglue. 

Brush on the glue just once or it will remove the color from 
the foil.

7 Tie a short strip of foil to the top of the hook; this piece will 
form the wing pad.

8 Tie the thorax with your choice of dubbing.

9 Pull the wing pad over the thorax. Tie off and cut the  
extra foil.

10 Tie the legs to the sides of the fly. Whip-finish and snip 
the thread. Your Cab Nymph is now complete.
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